
Functional Limitations (check all that apply)  

Adaptability to change Ability to meet the public 

Ability to organize work Ability to travel independently and safely 

Abnormal eye movements or eye 
movements so severe as to functionally 
cause blindness 

Abnormal responses to light, sound, touch , smell, taste, 
movement 

Additional limitations caused by side 
effects of medication Adjustment to disability 

Adjustment to primary/ secondary 
sensory loss Allowed SSI/SSDI Beneficiary 

Aggressiveness Anger 

Anxiety Appearing not to understand, empathize with, or to be 
sensitive to others' feelings 

Attention span Attention to task 

Auditory /visual memory Balancing 

Becoming easily distracted Blurting/Interrupting/Intruding 

Behavioral problems, suspiciousness Bending 

Bowel and bladder, pulmonary, pain Breathing problems 

Co-occurring mental health disorders Chronic pain 

Cognitive problems, lack of 
concentration Cognitive dysfunction 

Communication skills with other 
individuals Communication to non-signers 

Complex skills Concentration 

Confusion Constant pain, ranging from a dull ache to severe and 
debilitating 

Constipation Cooperation 



Coordination Crawling 

Crouching Dealing with Frequent Change 

Decision Making Dementia 

Dependability Depression 

Despair Development of social skills 

Dexterity Dialysis schedule interruptions 

Diarrhea or constipation Difficulty Breathing 

Difficulty choosing a topic of 
conversation Difficulty communicating face-to-face with individuals 

Difficulty communicating in groups, 
meetings, or trainings 

Difficulty interpreting body language/ facial expression 
individuals 

Difficulty responding to sounds or 
visual cues in environments Difficulty Understanding speech 

Difficulty understanding verbal and/ 
or written instructions difficulty with appropriate conversational norms 

difficulty with communicating in noisy 
environments Distractibility 

Diminished physical strength and 
transportation Diminished sensory perception 

Driving Dizziness 

Driving a vehicle for long periods Drowsiness from interrupted sleep patterns 

Eligible for/Receives DDA/MHA Long-
term Supports Employer and peer acceptance 

Endurance Engaging in one-sided, long-winded conversations 

English as a second language Extreme difficulty in learning language 

Extreme resistance to change Extreme Hyperactivity or unusual passivity 



Fainting Fatigue 

Fatigue frequently resulting from 
insomnia or sleep disturbances such as 
apnea 

Fear 

Finger dexterity Fine Hand Movements 

Flexibility and adapting to change Following through on tasks/activities 

Frequent Shifting from one 
Uncompleted Activity to Another 

Frequent need to use restroom caused by irritable bowel 
syndrome 

Grasping Grooming 

Guilt, Grief and loss Heavy exertion 

Hopelessness Hyperactivity/Restlessness/Fidgety  

Hypersensitivity to heat Impulse control 

Impaired social interaction Impulsivity 

Inability to carry out previously 
learned tasks Inability to focus on details 

Inability to recognize that other 
people think and feel differently than they 
do  

Inability to understand nonverbal cues, such as facial 
expressions, or body language, or to understand humor 

Inability to work Inability to write legibly 

Inaccessible housing and 
transportation Increased risk of abuse 

increased risk of alcoholism increased risk of depression 

Insomnia Intellectual deterioration 

Interpersonal Relations Interpersonal skills (cooperation, tact and assisting) 

Irregular body temperature Joint stiffness and swelling 

Judgement Jumping 



Kneeling Lifting 

Lack of knowledge pertaining to 
assistive technology Lack of positive community supports 

Lack of support systems Lack of time perspective 

Limited or no public transportation  Limitations to access for independent daily living needs 

Limits communication for 
employment outcome Limits interpersonal skills 

Limits mobility for employment 
outcome Limits self-care for an employment outcome 

Limits self-direction for an 
employment outcome Limits work skills 

Limits work tolerance Logical thinking 

Loss of being and value Loss of Social Skills 

Loss of strength Low Frustration Tolerance 

Low self-care skills, low safety skills Low self-esteem 

maturity Medication side effects 

Memory Memory, organizational and planning ability, concrete 
thinking 

Mild to severe headaches, nausea Motor Coordination 

Mobility Mood and affective disorder 

Mood and/ or behavior changes Mood swings 

Nagging scratchy and sore throat Nausea 

Night vision deficit Numbness 

Numbness and tingling sensations in 
the extremities Overly Talkative/Verbal 



Overwhelming fatigue that 
completely destroys one's energy and 
strength 

Physical conditions related to albinism 

Painful period and premenstrual 
discomfort Permanent physical deformities 

Persistent muscle discomfort and 
migratory joint pain Personality changes 

Poor Impulse Control Preoccupation with limitations ( adjustment to disability) 

Possible low self-worth and/or 
efficacy Possible underdeveloped primary language 

Problems handling money Problems with verbal and nonverbal communication 

Requires extended period of time for 
VR services Range-Of-Motion if joints are affected 

Reactions to medications Reading 

Reading skills Recurrent tension-type headaches and migraines  

Reduced flexibility and range of 
motion Rejection and withdrawal 

Relational distortions Respect for people or property 

Respiratory Problems Restrictions of mobility 

Rigid or Stiff Muscles Shaking (tremors) 

Self-advocacy skills: ADA self-confidence/self-image 

Self-direction Sense of isolation 

Sensitivity to changes in temperature, 
bright lights, odors, and loud sounds 

Sleep Disorder, wakefulness, or unable to go back to 
sleep 

Speaking in a voice that in 
monotonous, rigid, or unusually fast Socially disconnected 

speech clarity Standing 



Spelling Stamina 

Stooping Strength 

Susceptibility to infections Sustaining Attention 

Time management problems Tension 

Tingling Tolerance to environmental changes 

Tolerance to extreme heat conditions Tolerance to frustration 

Tolerance to long hours without 
rest/food intake Tolerance to temperature changes 

Understanding instructions Unclear/vague communication style 

Unusual attachment to inanimate 
objects Upper extremity mobility 

Visual impairments Walking endurance 

Work tolerance Wheelchair independence 
 

 


